We measured the thermal expansion coefficient and Debye temperature of nanoporous gold (NPG) using Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure technique. Reduction of the nearest neighbor distances in NPG by ca. 0.01 Å compared to the bulk gold was attributed to the surface tension caused, in turn, by the finite size effect of the NPG ligaments. We also obtained that the Debye temperature in NPG is 5% lower than in bulk gold. We interpreted these observations in the framework of a bimodal distribution of surface and bulk bonds with different values of Debye temperature. The surface bonds with low Debye temperature extend within ca. 4 layers of Au atoms located on the pore surface, in a good agreement with prior resistivity measurements and theoretical predictions. 63.22.Dc, 61.05.cj, 65.40.De, 
I. Introduction
Nanoporous gold (NPG) received much attention during the last decade as an unsupported catalytic system [1] [2] [3] and as an attractive material in the field of sensors, 4 actuators and optics. 5 Their enhanced catalytic properties for CO oxidation are often attributed, much like in nanoparticle catalysts, to the presence of undercoordinated Au atoms. [6] [7] [8] Among other factors that have been recently discussed in terms of their potential influence on the catalytic activity of NPG are: surface to volume ratio, mechanical strain, as well as the role of residual Ag. 5 Among these factors, the strain effect on reactivity in nanoscale metal catalysts is a topic of intense experimental and theoretical research. As previously shown, the surface strain-induced change in the metal-metal distances affects adsorbate binding energy.
9, 10
Strasser, et al 10 interpreted the surface strain effect on reactivity in the framework of the d-band center model, 11 by noting that the compressive or tensile strain causes shift in dband relative to the Fermi energy and that, in turn, changes the ligand binding energy.
Similar to the static (configurational) disorder of atomic bonds at the surface of nanocatalysts, their nonbulklike dynamic (vibrational) disorder is also predicted to strongly influence on their reactivity. 12 Analogously to metal nanoparticles, structural dynamics of nanoporous gold is expected to be modified by the nonbulklike structural and thermal properties of atoms residing in the pore surface. Despite the interest to such finite size effects in nanomaterials in general, and in the NPG in particular, no reports exist, to the best of our knowledge, on thermal expansion or Debye temperature measurements of the NPG, despite very intriguing theoretical prediction of its anomalously low value. 13 Such investigations are particularly challenging due to the need to probe both the structure and dynamics of the surface atoms as a function of temperature and pressure, and to do so by maintaining high spatial and temporal resolution in order to sense both static and dynamic bond length characteristics. In this work we applied the by Extended X-ray Absorption Fine-Structure (EXAFS) method that was successfully used to analyze structural and thermodynamic properties of many bulk [14] [15] [16] and nanoscale 17, 18 systems.
EXAFS is a premier technique for investigations of nanomaterials due to its excellent spatial resolution (the bond lengths can be obtained with an accuracy of 0.005 Å or better) and its sensitivity to atomic vibrations, including anharmonic contributions. 19, 20 In the next Section we present experimental details on synthesis, scanning electron microscopy characterization and EXAFS measurements of NPG. Section III describes the data processing and analysis. Results are presented in Section IV and their discussion is given in Section V. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. Experimental details
NPG is prepared by dealloying of Au alloy with other component, most commonly, Ag. 
III. Data processing and analysis
In EXAFS technique, the information about structural environment, including its dynamic changes, of the x-ray absorbing atom and its surroundings is extracted from the x-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) measured within 1000-1500 eV from the x-ray absorption edge energy. 
where k is the photoelectron wave number, ) ( eff k f and ) (k δ are the photoelectron scattering-path amplitude and phase, respectively, In order to extract thermal and structural parameters of NPG from EXAFS data we applied correlated Einstein model 27 that proved effective in many previous studies of bulk 28, 29 and nanoscale [30] [31] [32] [33] metals. In this model, parameters 0 k and 3 k of the anharmonic potential, ( )
is the deviation of the bond length r from the location of the potential minimum, can be obtained from the temperature dependence of the second and third cumulants of the effective pair distribution function. 27 The same two cumulants can be used to approximate the thermal expansion coefficient, α . In the limit of high temperature (where the quantum effects are negligible), Frenkel and Rehr obtained: Data processing and analysis with performed with IFEFFIT package. 34 The useful data ranges in k-space varied from 2 to 18.5 Å -1 at the lowest temperatures to 2-10.5 Å -1
at the highest temperatures. Data fitting was performed by calculating theoretically the photoelectron scattering functions for the first shell Au-Au contribution in bulk Au using FEFF6 program. 25 They were combined into EXAFS equation (1) which contains electronic ( 2 0 S , and the photoelectron energy origin correction, ΔE 0 ) and structural parameters (e.g., N, R, σ 2 and σ
). These parameters were adjusted for all temperature data concurrently, by applying multiple constraints in the analysis. The disorder parameters at all temperatures were constrained to follow the correlated Einstein model 27 which allowed to separately evaluate the temperature-independent, static disorder, and the temperature-dependent, dynamic disorder:
The last term in the right hand side is simply related to the Einstein temperature Θ E via the effective spring constant in Eq. (2):
, where μ is the reduced mass of the atomic pair and
is the effective bond vibration frequency (the mean of the projected density of modes). 27 Using the approximate relationship: 6 Einstein temperatures, we also estimated Debye temperatures of Au, Ag and NPG after the best fit values of Einstein temperatures were obtained.
In the fits to the bulk metals (Au and Ag), the coordination numbers of the first nearest neighbor (1NN) bonds were fixed at 12 as expected in the face center cubic lattice.
The best fit values of 2 0
S were found to be 0.873 (14) and 0.947 (19) , respectively. In order to break the correlation between the amplitude factors in the fit, the σ . The total number of relevant independent data points was 74, i.e., much greater than the total number of variables (16) .
IV. Results
A SEM micrograph of the as-prepared NPG is shown in Fig. 1 Representative raw EXAFS data in k-space and r-space are shown in Fig. 2 . It is evident that the local structure in NPG is different from that in Au foil, and the difference is particularly noticeable in the 1NN peak region. The reduction in intensity of the NPG can be caused by either the reduced coordination number compared to the bulk, the increased bond length disorder or both. Although it is possible to separately evaluate these two effects in nanoparticles, where the coordination numbers are much smaller than in their bulk counterparts, [36] [37] [38] in the case of the NPG the discrimination between these two contributions at the single temperature is complicated. Obtaining this information from EXAFS is much easier by utilizing strong temperature dependence of EXAFS amplitude and phase (Fig. 2 b) . In the case of the NPG where the coordination number of the Au-Au pairs is expected to be close to 12 (and it was obtained to be nearly 12.0, within the ±0.3 experimental uncertainty), we fixed the coordination number to be the same at all temperatures, and separately obtained the best fit results for the coordination number and the values of σ 2 (T). Additional details are evident in Fig 2 b ): as the temperature increases, the mean 1NN peak position shifts to lower r values. It would've been unphysical for bulk metals with closed packed structure to show negative thermal expansion (NTE), 39 but in this case the explanation is not the NTE but the anharmonicity of the Au-Au pair potential. Indeed, as was obtained before for bulk Pt, the anharmonic correction to the pair potential increases with temperature and, hence, the phase of EXAFS oscillation may decrease (and thus the peaks shift to the left) despite the increase in the 1NN bond length with temperature. 30 Representative data and fits are shown in Fig.   3 for two different temperatures. The best fit results for the Au-Au distances are shown in 
V. Discussion
The Au-Au distances in the NPG decrease significantly compared to the bulk Au at temperatures less than 500 K, i.e., below the temperature when the NPG starts coarsening (Fig. 4) . Such reduction cannot be explained by residual Ag present in our NPG sample after dealloying. Indeed, Au-Ag alloy shows very little change in Au-Au distance with concentration of Ag. 40 In the NPG, we estimated (by relative Au and Ag edge steps analysis) the concentration of residual amount of Ag as 6%. Ag K-edge EXAFS data indicates that it is predominantly alloyed with Au. For such a small concentration of Ag, temperature dependence of Au-Au bond of the bulk Au-Ag alloy was shown to be virtually the same as in bulk Au, 40 contrary to what we observed in the NPG (Fig. 4) .
Therefore, we conclude that the large reduction in Au-Au distance in the NPG compared to the bulk is likely the result of finite size effects rather than alloying with Ag. The nanoscale size effect on Debye temperature is far from being understood.
Although it is well established that the surface atoms and inner atoms have different vibration frequencies (and thus the surface layer and the interior of the crystal should have different Debye temperatures), 47 the magnitude, and even the sign, of the effect depend very strongly on a particular system. For example, reduction of Debye temperature to 160 K have been previously observed in the smallest Au nanoparticles supported on amorphous silica in the 2.4 to 5nm range and attributed to the finite size effect causing the surface atoms to have smaller vibrational frequency compared to the bulk. 48 In Pt nanoparticles supported on γ-alumina, the opposite effect was observed: their Debye temperature was greater than in the bulk Pt. 31, 32 This effect was attributed to the substrate-induced strain. 32 Generally, the finite size effects are predicted to cause significant deviations of Debye temperature from its bulk limit for very small particle sizes: for Au, the nanoparticle size should be smaller than 5nm, for its Debye temperature to start decreasing relative to the bulk. 47 Experimental data that can be used to obtain Debye temperature in NPG are scarce, and so are theoretical estimations. One important conclusion from the combination of all thermodynamic data collected in this experiment is that the metallic bonding in the NPG is anisotropic. Had it been isotropic, the ensemble-average pair distribution function would have been unimodal, and the average Au-Au pair would be characterized by an effective pair potential with the force constant k, vide supra. As shown in Table 1 , the force constant in the NPG is smaller than in bulk Au. Hence, the Au-Au bonds in NPG should be shifted from their equilibrium positions corresponding to 0 = y at any given temperature, namely, their lengths should increase relative to the bulk, since y k k k 3 0 6 + = and k 3 is negative (Eq. (2) and Table 1 ). In our experiment, we observe a marked decrease, not an increase, of the average bond length in the NPG relative to the bulk, i.e., the experimentally determined y was negative, not positive (Fig. 4) , which contradicts the assumption that the bond length distribution is unimodal.
We find that our system can be better described using the model proposed by
Kästle et al, 44 who proposed that the phonon spectrum of gold thin films is a superposition of the bulk and the surface spectra, weighted with the surface-to-volume fraction of Au atoms. In that work, Kästle et al, followed theoretical calculations of Al Rawi et al, to assume that three layers of Au atoms have the same low Debye temperature. 50 They further proposed that the rest of the atoms have bulklike Debye temperature, bulk D,
Θ
. 44 The surface value surface D, Θ = 83 K was found from LEED experiments on (111) and (110) surfaces, and 82 K was obtained for (100) surface in Au single crystals. 51 We adopt a similar approach by assuming that the bond length disorder of the first nearest neighbor Au atoms is enhanced when the both atoms are near the pore surface, while the disorder is bulk-like for the rest of the bonds. Since each group of bonds must have unique Debye temperatures, we can therefore approximate the apparent Debye temperature D Θ as the weighted average of the bulk and surface Debye temperatures:
where B N and S N are the corresponding numbers of 1NN Au-Au bonds, and N is the total number of the 1NN bonds. The numbers of each type of bonds can be expressed in terms of the total numbers of atoms within each group (bulk, B n , or surface, S n ) and their respective coordination numbers of nearest neighbors:
where ξ is the surface-to-volume ratio of Au atoms. We assume that the surface Au atoms (Table I ) and surface D, Θ = 83 K (Ref. 51 ), and assuming that Z B = Z S = 12 (as expected for face-centered cubic structure), we use Eqs. (4) and (5) to estimate m, the number of surface layers with lower Debye temperature. We obtain the upper limit of m = 3.7 ± 0.4, in good agreement with Kästle et al, 44 (vide supra) and AlRawi et al, 50 who estimated theoretically that enhancement of atomic disorder near the surface may affect atoms as deep as three layers from the surface. The experimental uncertainty in m is dominated by uncertainty in η, which has a relative error of 10%.
VI. Conclusions
In conclusion, our measurements of structural and vibrational characteristics of nanoporous gold resulted in several new effects that are markedly non-bulklike. We obtained that the Au-Au interatomic distances, the thermal expansion coefficient and the These findings indicate that the properties of nanoporous gold are affected by the dimensions of the NPG ligaments that influence both the Au-Au distance reduction, and the surface to volume ratio of Au atoms responsible for the Debye temperature reduction.
Since both the pore size and the size of the ligaments, can be controlled by the NPG dealloying time, 52 our results offer a possibility to rationally design the NPG with desired thermodynamic properties. An additional opportunity that emerges from measuring the set of pair potential characteristics in the NPG is the possibility to control the static and dynamic bond length disorder via the amount of strain in the films by varying their annealing time. Nanoscale strain is an important descriptor of catalytic activity of nanocatalysts, and our analysis method offers a direct method of its control, and evaluation. Further studies are required to confirm such capabilities, and they are presently underway. 
